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Combining intuitive technology that 
prioritises the most sustainable trip 
options, with our Offset+ Pledge, we 
enable your business to travel Net Zero, at 
no extra cost and no extra effort.

As a B Corp certified organisation, 
sustainability is front and centre of 
everything we do. From our people and 
supply chain, through to our business 
ethics and approach to travel, we care 
about the planet. 

COCO+ is a force for good, delivering sustainable 
business travel solutions to help preserve the planet.

WHO ARE COCO+?

For most, sustainability is just a tick-box.
For us, it's who we are.
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+ Intuitive & user friendly booking platform

+ Eco-friendly options always displayed first

+ Clear visibility of CO2 emissions per trip

+ Customisable pre-trip approval & built-in           
     policy controls

+ Mobile responsive

+ All trips Offset+ at no extra cost

DRIVING
SUSTAINABLE CHOICE
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COCO+ CREW

+ Visa application support

+ Duty of Care

+ Bespoke onboarding 
     plan

+ Complex booking  
     support

+ Trip questions or queries

+ Quality checks on all  
     bookings

+ Contactable via phone  
     and email

+ 24/7 support from Out  
     of Hours team

+ Dedicated account  
     management
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+ On demand access to your real time travel data

+ Interactive & customisable dashboards

+ Track spend, behaviours and trends

+ Get real-time, actionable data on your     
    company’s carbon footprint

+ Ability to export underlying data

GIVING YOU THE 
INSIGHT YOU NEED
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+ Intuitive, user interface and map view

+ View traveller’s current locations  
    and future travel plans

+ Real-time security & risk alerts

+ Country level health updates

YOUR TRAVELLERS 
SAFE AND SECURE
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At no extra cost, we pay to support global 
climate impact projects to Offset+ your carbon 
emissions.

We don’t settle for carbon neutral in our offsets. 
We will always pledge to offset that little bit 
more and offset a minimum of 101% of the 
emissions generated.

This means that every time you travel, you will be 
generating a climate positive outcome for the 
planet.

Partnering with the multi-award winning Climate 
Impact Partners, all supported projects are Gold 
Standard or Verified Carbon Standard (VCS), 
aligning with the UN’s Sustainable Development 
Goals Charter

OFFSET+ PLEDGE

OFFSET+ PLEDGE
We don’t settle for carbon neutral in our offsets. We  
will always pledge to offset that little bit more and  
offset a minimum of 101% of the emissions generated.

This means that every time you fill up, you will be 
generating a climate positive outcome for the planet.
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CARBON OFFSET CERTIFICATION
COMPANY NAME

CERTIFICATION PERIOD

CARBON OFFSET PROJECT

CARBON OFFSET+

CO2 GENERATED

COCO⁺, COCO⁺ Fuel & COCO⁺
Registered in England and Wales under registration number 11843193 

Registered at HERE, 470 Bath Road, Bristol, BS4 3AP 
www.mycoco.io

Company Name

Project Name

2500 Tonnes CO

2525 Tonnes CO

1st January - 31st Match 2024

OFFSET+ CERTIFICATION
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Manage your fleet and company vehicle emissions with 
our service coco+ Fuel

Save on fuel Credit

Direct debit

Free to use Company CSP

Nothing Hidden Reporting

Cost effective fleet fuelling all 
Offset+ Seven day credit facility

Weekly VAT invoicing collected by 
Direct Debit

Free to use COCO+ app
Use the accumulated Offset+ 
contribution towards your 
company CSR

No hidden charges, 
transaction fees, or minimum 
term contract

Full in-depth reporting provided

97% UK coverage
Access to over 3,700 fuel 
stations nationally, coverage in 
97% UK   postcodes including 
some supermarket chains
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Why coco+?

Planet first

great support

Offset+ Pledge

B corp certified

it's a No brainer!

Our mission is to change the 
way your business travel is 
approached – by putting the 
planet first

We’ll provide you with great tech, 
supported with the best people

We will offset 101% of your unavoidable 
emissions via our Offset+ Pledge

The first B Corp certified TMC 
in the UK

Sustainable business travel, at no 
extra cost and no extra effort.....
No Brainer!

we care You care about the planet and 
your people – so do we



@going.coco 
E: info@mycoco.io

T: 0117 472 5700

LET's talk!


